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HAWKE® OPTICS EXPANDS POPULAR VANTAGE WA RIFLESCOPE LINE  

The Vantage WA 3-9x42 Scope with L4A Dot Reticle Adds a 30mm Main Tube Option  

 

Hawke® Optics, a worldwide leader in quality sporting optics that perform outstanding in the field while 
maintaining optimum value for the consumer, has expanded the popular Vantage WA line of riflescopes with the 
new 3-9x42 WA L4A Dot Reticle. This new model adds a popular scope size to the line, and it uses one of 
Hawke’s most popular hunting reticles, making it a great choice to top your rifle. 
 
The Vantage 3-9x42 WA is built on a 30mm main tube that allows more light to enter the scope for better vision 
and field of view, especially in low-light conditions. The scope comes with the multi-level red/green illuminated, 
glass-etched L4A reticle that is perfect for hunting. The newest Vantage model also has fully multi-coated optics 
with Hawke’s H2 glass and 11 layers of coatings for optimal clarity and light transmission. It gives you a field of 
view of 42.2 - 13.1 feet at 100 yards and has a generous 3.5 inches of eye relief. The 3-9x42 has adjustable side 
focus and ¼ MOA adjustment, too, making it loaded with the features you’ve been looking for in a value-packed 
optic. 
 
And let’s not forget the reticle. The L4A Dot uses an outer post design that helps keep more of the target visible 
while you are aiming. This gives you better accuracy and helps aid in tracking the target before the shot. For 
example, if you’re deer hunting you will see more of the deer through the reticle. This leads to better accuracy 
and increased confidence in shot placement. There is better spacing from center to post at 100yds when on 4x 
magnification that is equivalent to 83cm at 100m. Better vision before the shot is why hunters love the L4A Dot 
Reticle from Hawke. 
 
The Vantage 3-9x42 WA L4A scope has a fast-focus eye bell and comes with scope covers and a long-life 
battery. If you’re in the market for a new scope and want the features of a higher-end optic without the higher-
end price tag, the Vantage 3-9x42 WA is one of the best values of any optic on the market. The Vantage 3-9x42 
WA L4A scope retails for just $319. When you then add in Hawke’s No Fault Lifetime Warranty, covering the 
scope for life, this is one of the best valued rifle scopes on the market today. Learn more at  
www.hawkeoptics.com. 
 

About Hawke 
#VISIONACCOMPLISHED. Hawke is a worldwide market leader at the forefront of optical performance with 
class-leading innovation and design offering a complete line of sport optics from rifle, crossbow, shotgun and air 
gun scopes to binoculars, spotting scopes and accessories. Accuracy, strength, and precision; Hawke optics 
blend iconic design, exceptional engineering, and unrivalled craftsmanship to create an unforgettable viewing 
experience. As awareness of Hawke Sport Optics continues to grow, more customers are trusting Hawke as the 
unquestioned industry leader in optics.  Learn more at www.hawkeoptics.com. 
 
Follow the #Hawkelife lifestyle hub and connect with us on social media: 
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